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Abstract

This paper describes a modi"ed logical thresholding method for binarization of seriously degraded and very poor
quality gray-scale document images. This method can deal with complex signal-dependent noise, variable background
intensity caused by nonuniform illumination, shadow, smear or smudge and very low contrast. The output image has no
obvious loss of useful information. Firstly, we analyse the clustering and connection characteristics of the character
stroke from the run-length histogram for selected image regions and various inhomogeneous gray-scale backgrounds.
Then, we propose a modi"ed logical thresholding method to extract the binary image adaptively from the degraded
gray-scale document image with complex and inhomogeneous background. It can adjust the size of the local area and
logical thresholding level adaptively according to the local run-length histogram and the local gray-scale inhomogeneity.
Our method can threshold various poor quality gray-scale document images automatically without need of any prior
knowledge of the document image and manual "ne-tuning of parameters. It keeps useful information more accurately
without overconnected and broken strokes of the characters, and thus, has a wider range of applications compared with
other methods. ( 2000 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Document images, as a substitute of paper documents,
mainly consist of common symbols such as handwritten
or machine-printed characters, symbols and graphics. In
many practical applications, we only need to keep the
content of the document, so it is su$cient to represent
text and diagrams in binary format which will be more
e$cient to transmit and process instead of the original
gray-scale image. It is essential to threshold the docu-
ment image reliably in order to extract useful informa-
tion and make further processing such as character rec-
ognition and feature extraction, especially for those poor
quality document images with shadows, nonuniform
illumination, low contrast, large signal-dependent noise,

smear and smudge. Therefore, thresholding a scanned
gray-scale image into two levels is the "rst step and also
a critical part in most document image analysis systems
since any error in this stage will propagate to all later
phases.

Although many thresholding techniques, such as glo-
bal [1}4] and local thresholding [5}7] algorithms, multi
thresholding methods [8}11] and adaptive thresholding
techniques [12,13] have been developed in the past, it is
still di$cult to deal with images with very low quality.
Most common problems in poor quality document
images are: (1) variable background intensity due to
nonuniform illumination and un"t storage, (2) very low
local contrast due to smear or smudge and shadows in
the capturing process of the document image, (3) poor
writing or printing quality, (4) serious signal-dependent
noise, and (5) gray-scale changes in highlight and color
areas. It is essential to "nd thresholding methods which
can correctly keep all useful information and remove
noise and background. Meanwhile, most document
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Fig. 1. A 768]576]8 original document image under bad
illuminating condition.

Fig. 2. A 768]576]8 original document image under bad
illuminating condition and signal-dependent noise.

processing systems need to process a large number of
documents with di!erent styles and layouts every day,
thus, they require that whole processing procedure is
achieved automatically and adaptively without prior
knowledge and pre-speci"ed parameters. Global thre-
sholding methods cannot meet these requirements, and
local, or adaptive thresholding methods, which need to
be tuned with di!erent parameters according to di!erent
image classes, cannot be used for automated process
either.

In this paper, we propose a thresholding method based
on adaptive logical level technique to binarize seriously
degraded and very poor quality gray-scale document
images. Our method can deal with complex signal-depen-
dent noise, variable background intensity caused by non-
uniform illumination, shadow, smear or smudge and very
low contrast without obvious loss of useful information.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brie#y
reviews related works on image thresholding techniques
with an emphasis on the document image binarization
based on local analysis and adaptive thresholding. Sec-
tion 3 analyses various factors which can cause poor
quality and inhomogeneous gray-level background in an
image and propose a rule to select the local area for
analysis and to produce run-length histograms and to
extract stroke width information of a document image.
Section 4 describes the principle and implementation
process of our modi"ed adaptive logical level technique
to threshold various degraded and poor quality docu-
ment images, and a simple and e!ective method for
post processing of binary image. Section 5 discusses and
evaluates the experimental results of the proposed
method by comparison with some related thresholding
techniques according to implementation complexity,
character size and stroke width restriction, the number of
pre-speci"ed parameters and their meanings and setting,
and human subjective evaluation of thresholded images,
with experiments on some typical poor quality document
images with bad illuminating condition (Fig. 1), and with
shadows and signal-dependent noise (Figs. 2 and 3). The
last section includes the summary and conclusion of our
work.

2. Related work

We brie#y review some related works on image thre-
sholding, particularly for poor quality document image
binarization, which will be evaluated and compared with
our thresholding method later. More complete reviews
of image thresholding techniques can be found in
[2,4,14}16].

Image binarization methods can be divided into two
classes: global and local thresholding techniques. The
simplest and earliest method is the global thresholding
technique. The most commonly used global thresholding

techniques are based on histogram analysis [1,3,4]. Thre-
shold is determined from the measure that best separates
the levels corresponding to the peaks of the histogram,
each of which corresponds to image pixels of a di!erent
part like background or objects in the image. Some
global multi-threshold techniques are based on edge
analysis [9,10] and histogram distribution function
[8,11]. Sahoo et al. [2] analysed and evaluated the per-
formance of over 20 popular global thresholding algo-
rithms. All these algorithms need to have a priori
knowledge of the image processed about the number of
peaks in the gray-level histogram. The modality of the
document image histogram, however, may change from
image to image. Thus, an obvious drawback of these global
techniques is that it cannot separate those areas which
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Fig. 3. A 768]576]8 original document image under bad
illuminating condition and noise and shadow.

have the same gray level but do not belong to the same
part. These methods do not work well for the document
images with shadows, inhomogeneous backgrounds,
complex background patterns and di!erent types of fonts
and typesettings, which may have a histograms that
contains a single peak (Fig. 4). In this case, a single thre-
shold or some multilevel thresholds could not result in an
accurate binary document image as shown in Figs. 5}7
no matter how to tune the threshold parameters.

In local and adaptive thresholding techniques, local
threshold levels are determined by optimizing some local
statistical measures of separation. The criterion function
may include the local intensity change (max/min and
contrast) [13], stroke width of the characters [17],
spacial measures like connectivity and clustering [18,19]
and some gradient and edge information [12,20,21]. For
complex document image analysis, Kamel and Zhao [22]
compared four local adaptive thresholding algorithms
for document images with shadows and complex back-
ground patterns and proposed two new thresholding
techniques } logical level technique and mask-based
subtraction technique. Trier and Jain [14,15] evaluated
11 popular local thresholding methods and four global
thresholding techniques. For all local thresholding tech-
niques, it appears that none could threshold all images
well with a set of operating parameters. In the following,
we review a few related local thresholding algorithms
particularly for poor quality document image with
shadow, signal-dependent noise and inhomogeneous
background and their results, which will be compared
with our method later.

2.1. Connectivity-based thresholding algorithm

This algorithm was proposed in Ref. [18]. It uses the
local connectivity as an information measure. The objec-

tive of thresholding is to preserve connectivity within
local regions. This algorithm is implemented in three
steps.

(1) Determine a histogram of the number of horizontal
and vertical runs that result from thresholding the
original image at each intensity level. It is equivalent
to count all black and white runs along all rows and
columns for all binary images corresponding to each
intensity level.

(2) Calculate the `sliding pro"lea from the runs histo-
gram to "nd plateaus or lack of variation of runs,
some ranges around each intensity level can be deter-
mined.

(3) Determine the number of thresholds as the number
of peaks on the sliding pro"le. The thresholds are
chosen at the peaks that the sliding pro"le have local
maximum values. The image are thresholded into
n#1 intensity levels by the n thresholds.

This algorithm produces global thresholds, but uses
local connectivity information. It can be used for local
thresholding if multi-thresholds are used in di!erent
areas of the image. It could not segment the document
images well which are badly illuminated, especially when
they contain both shadows and noise, as the shadow itself
can be regarded as a connected part and the noise can
a!ect the run histogram. We tested this algorithm for
some poor quality document images. Some results are
shown in Section 5 (from Figs. 19}21).

2.2. Local intensity gradient method (LIG)

This method as presented in Ref. [20] and evaluated
and slightly modi"ed in Ref. [21] is based on the prin-
ciple that objects in an image provide high spatial fre-
quency components and illumination consists mainly of
lower spatial frequencies. It "rst detects edges, and then
the interior of objects between edges is "lled. First, for
each pixel (x, y) in the input image f (x, y), calculate

d(x, y)" min
i/1,2,8

[f (x, y)!f (x
i
, y

i
)],

where (x
i
, y

i
), i"1,2, 8 are the 8-connected neighbours

of (x, y). Then the image d(x, y) of minimum local di!er-
ence is broken up into the regions of size N]N. For each
region, the mean m and standard deviations p are com-
puted. Both values are smoothed by weighted mean and
then bilinearly interpolated to produce two new images
M and S from m and p, respectively. Then for all pixels
(x, y), if M(x, y)*m

0
or S(x, y)(p

0
, the pixel is regarded

as part of a #at region and remains unlabeled, else, if
d(x, y)(M(x, y)#k(x, y), then (x, y) is labeled as print;
else (x, y) remains unlabeled. The resulted binary image
highlights the edges. This is followed by pixel aggregation
and region growing steps to locate the remaining parts of
the print objects. This method needs three predetermined
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Fig. 5. Binary document image extracted using the global
method from the original image of Fig. 1.

Fig. 6. Binary document image extracted using the global
method from the original image of Fig. 2.

Fig. 7. Binary document image extracted using the global
method from the original image of Fig. 3.

Fig. 8. Binary document image extracted using local intensity
gradient method with N"16, m

0
"!1.0, p

0
"1.0 and

k"!1.0 from the original image in Fig. 1.

parameters m
0
, p

0
and k and block size N. We tested this

method for several images with N"16, m
0
"!1.0,

p
0
"1.0 and k"!1.0. The results are shown in

Figs. 8}10. It can deal with slowly changing background
with bad illumination. It will, however, intensify some
noise e!ects and could not work well for fast changing
background with bad illumination due to gradient-based
analysis.

2.3. Intergrated function algorithm and its improvement

This technique as described in Ref. [12] and as im-
proved and evaluated in Refs. [14,21] applies a gradient-
like operator, de"ned as the activity A(x, y), which is the
absolute sum of approximated derivatives for both scan

and raster directions taken over a small area, on the
image. Pixels with activity below a predetermined thre-
shold ¹

a
are labelled &0'. The other pixels are further

tested by the Laplacian edge operator dd
xy

(x, y). The pixel
is labelled &#' if dd

xy
(x, y)'0; otherwise &!'. Thus,

a three-level label-image with pixel levels &#', &0' and
&!' is produced. In a sequence of labels along with some
straight line passing through the currently processed
points (x, y), edges are identi"ed as &!#' or &#!'

transitions. Object pixels are assumed to be &#' and &0'
labelled pixels between a &!#' and &#!' pair. The
distance between this pair can be regarded as the
`strokewidtha along this line for document images. Back-
ground pixels tend not to be included between this pair.
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Fig. 9. Binary document image extracted using local intensity
gradient method with N"16, m

0
"!1.0, p

0
"1.0 and

k"!1.0 from the original image in Fig. 2.

Fig. 10. Binary document image extracted using local intensity
gradient method with N"16, m

0
"!1.0, p

0
"1.0 and

k"!1.0 from the original image in Fig. 3.

Fig. 11. Neighbour analysis in the local contrast technique.

According to this analysis, a 2]2 region is classi"ed at
a time, it is needed that all the four pixels are inside
either horizontal or vertical object pixel sequences. Trier
[21] improved this algorithm mainly in that all &#'
marked regions are labelled print, and &!' marked re-
gions are labeled background; a &0' marked region is
labeled print if a majority of the pixels with 4-connected
are &#' marked, otherwise it is labelled background.
It is sensitive to noises and fast changing background
due to the Laplacian edge operator. Some thresh-
olding results using this algorithm are shown in later
section on the experiment results of this paper (from
Figs. 22}24).

2.4. Local contrast technique

Giuliano et al. [23] presented the local contrast tech-
nique to extract binary image in their patent for a charac-
ter recognition system. This technique is implemented in
a 9]9 window for an input image f (x, y). Each pixel
in the output binary image b(x, y) is determined on the
3]3]5 local pixels within a 9]9 window as shown in
Fig. 11. We use gray level 1 to represent foreground
(print) and 0 to represent background (no print) in an
output binary image. This method can be implemented
as follows:

if f (x, y)(¹
1
, then, b(x, y)"1;

otherwise, A
2t
"M(x, y)D(x, y)3A

2
and f (x, y)'¹

2
N;

a
1
" mean of 9 pixels in area A

1
; a

2
" mean of the

pixels in area A
2t
;

if ¹
3
a
2
#¹

5
'¹

4
a
1
, then, b(x, y)"1;

otherwise, b(x, y)"0.

where, ¹
1
}¹

5
are "ve predetermined parameters, ¹

1
is

equivalent to the threshold in the global technique, ¹
2

is
used to detect all pixels in A

2
with gray levels over

¹
2

itself, other parameters are used to compare the mean
a
1

of the central region A
1

of processed pixel with the
mean a

2
of the pixels over ¹

2
in the four corner regions.

The biggest di$culty of this method is how to choose
predetermined parameters. Di!erent parameter setting
could produce quite di!erent results. This method is
sensitive to inhomogeneous background, large shadows
and noise. Figs. 25}27 in Section 5 show some tested
results produced by this method.

The above four methods will be compared with our
thresholding method.
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Fig. 12. Examples of gray-scale distribution of document image backgrounds with bad illuminated condition and signal-dependent
noise. (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the backgrounds of the document images in Figs. 1}3, respectively.

3. Document image background and stroke width analysis

For some poor quality document images with variable
or inhomogeneous background intensity like shadows,
smear or smudge, complex background patterns and
signal-dependent noise, a practical problem is that no
thresholding algorithm could work well for all kinds of
document images. Most commonly, some methods or
some parameters for the document image with variable
or inhomogeneous background intensity and noises will
result in a thresholded image in which printed characters
have nonuniform stroke width and possibly even lost
strokes or false character and connection caused by
background noise as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, 28(a) and
29(a) in Section 5. This will result in low character recog-
nition rate and document image compression rate in later
processing. Background and stroke width analysis of the
characters for the document image can overcome or
reduce this problem and improve thresholding accuracy

and robustness. Here, we present a simple and e$cient
method for the backgroundand character stroke width
analysis.

3.1. Background analysis

When an image consists of only objects and the back-
ground, the best way to pick up a threshold is to search
a histogram, assuming it is bimodal, and "nd a gray level
which separates the two peaks. However, problems arise
when the object area is small compared to the back-
ground area or when both the object and the background
assume some broad range of gray levels as the back-
ground gray-level distributions and character gray-level
distributions. Two examples are shown in Figs. 12 and
13. In these cases, the histogram is no longer bimodal as
shown in Fig. 4. But, in some local areas, the bimodality
of the local histogram could be more obvious if this area
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Fig. 13. Examples of gray-scale distribution of document image foregrounds with bad illuminated condition and signal-dependent
noises. (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the gray-scale distribution for the character line of the document images in Figs. 1}3, respectively.

contains separatable background and objects/characters.
We divide an image into N]N, (N"4,2, 8) regions in
order to "nd some local areawith quasi-bimodal local
histogram or higher local contrast, and then make local
histogram analysis for the regions in the two diagonal
directions in Fig. 14(a) if N is even and for the regions in
the two diagonal, horizontal and vertical directions in
Fig. 14(b) if N is odd. We can gradually increase the local
regions or the directions of analysis until N"8 if no
quasi-bimodal local histogram is found in the case for
N(8. In smaller regions, those regions with the same
patterns in Fig. 14 are simultaneously analysed in each
analysis. From the local region analysis, some local re-
gion histograms with quasi-bimodal property are shown
in Fig. 15. With local quasi-bimodal histogram, the char-
acter stroke widths and background changes can be
analysed using run-length histograms from these areas.

3.2. Stroke width and noise analysis

The document image can be accurately thresholded if
the average or maximum stroke width of the characters
in the document image may be determined, because
highly structured-stroke units frequently appear in most
document images. We have found some regions with
quasi-bimodal local histograms in the poor quality docu-
ment images by using local region analysis, then, local
run-length information can be extracted to form a run-
length histogram from those selected local regions with
quasi-bimodal local histograms. The stroke width in-
formation and background noise can be achieved by
analysing run-length histogram. Here, we only analyse
those selected image regions and only consider black
runs related to the characters or other objects. We denote
a run-length histogram as a one-dimensional array
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Fig. 14. Local region histogram analysis to "nd some regions with quasi-bimodal local histogram or higher local contrast. (a) local
region analysis in the two diagonal directions; (b) "ne local region analysis in the two diagonal, horizontal and vertical directions.

R(i), i3I, I"M1, 2,2, ¸N, where ¸ is the longest run to
be counted. R(i) is frequency of the run of length i. Black
run-length can be counted from the one-dimensional
gray level distributions across the selected local regions
as shown in Fig. 16 in horizontal and vertical directions.
The number of the directions, which are across the char-
acter/object region in the selected image regions with
quasi-bimodal local histograms, can be increased to four
directions, including horizontal, vertical and two diag-
onal directions if the document image contains complex
symbol patterns.

The stroke width (SW) is de"ned as the run-length
with the highest frequency in the run-length histogram
excluding the unit run-length. That is, SW"i, if
R

.!9
(i)"max

i|I
R(i), iO1. It actually re#ects the aver-

age width of strokes in a document image. Fig. 17 illus-
trates the run-length histograms, from which, stroke
width can be easily determined. If an image contains
some complex background patterns or noises, the highest
peak may be formed by these factors instead of the
characters. In this case, selected region analysis and only
black run-length analysis become necessary to prevent
producing wrong stroke width. Statistical study shows
that the mean stroke width is usually over one pixel,
accordingly, all unit-runs should be removed as back-
ground in resulting binary image no matter how it is
produced by noise or other background changes. We can
use the unit-run noise (URN) [17] to measure back-
ground noise and changes.

URN"

R(1)

max
i|I

R(i)
, iO1.

A high number of unit runs means that a document
image contains high noise background and/or fast
changing background.

4. Adaptive logical level thresholding technique

4.1. Logical level technique

Logical level technique proposed by Kamel and Zhao
[22] is developed on the basis of analysing integrated
function algorithm [12]. It is based on the idea of com-
paring the gray level of the processed pixel or its
smoothed gray level with some local averages in the
neighborhoods about a few other neighbouring pixels.
More than once the comparison results are regarded as
derivatives. Therefore, pixel labeling, detection and ex-
traction using the derivatives, the logical bound on the
ordered sequences and the stroke width range can be
adopted. This technique processes each pixel by simulta-
neously comparing its gray level or its smoothed gray
level with four local averages in the (2SW#1)]
(2SW#1) window centered at the four points P

i
,

P@
i
, P

i`1
, P@

i`1
shown in Fig. 18. We use 1 to represent

character/object and 0 to represent background in the
resulting binary image. Mathematically, this technique
can be described as follows:

b(x, y)

"G
1 ifS3

i/0
[¸(P

i
)'¸(P@

i
)'¸(P

i`1
)'¸(P@

i`1
)] is true,

0 otherwise,
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Fig. 15. Some local region histograms with quasi-bimodal property or the regions with larger contrast in the document images with bad
illuminated condition and signal-dependent noise. (a) and (b) correspond to some local region histograms of Fig. 1, (c) and (d)
correspond to some local region histograms of Fig. 2.

where SW is the predetermined maximal stroke width,
P@
i
"P

(i`4).0$ 8
, for i"0,2,7, (̧P)"ave(P)!g(x, y)'

¹, ¹ is a predetermined parameter,

ave(P)" +
~SWx*xSW

+
~SWx+xSW

f (P
x
!i, P

y
!j)

/(2]SW#1)2,

P
x
, P

y
are the coordinates of P and g(x, y)"f (x, y) or its

smoothed value.
In order to reduce the computation, fast algorithms are

used to calculate the local averages and logical levels.

4.2. Adaptive improvement of logical level technique

We propose some improvements for the original logi-
cal level technique in order to achieve automatic and

adaptive thresholding and accurate binary images for
various poor quality document images. Our modi"cation
is made in two aspects. The "rst one is to determine
average maximal stroke width SW automatically by
run-length histograms in the selected local regions of the
image as described in the preceding section. This stroke
width can be tuned automatically for di!erent document
images. As usual, we use the run-length with highest peak
of the run-length histogram in the selected regions of the
document image, SW"i, if R

.!9
(i)"max

i|I
R(i), iO1,

as stroke width. In some cases, we may also use the
run-length SW

2nd
"j of the second highest peak

R
2nd~right~peak

( j) right to the highest peak, which is the
second high peak on the right of the highest peak in the
run-length histogram as the stroke width, if 1)
( j!i))2, i, jO1 and R

2nd~right~peak
( j)/R

.!9
(i)*0.8.
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Fig. 17. Local run-length histograms, (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the run-length histograms of the selected regions from the document
images in Figs. 1}3, respectively.

The other improvement is to automatically and adap-
tively produce local parameter ¹ instead of using prede-
termined global parameter. It can overcome the uneven
thresholding e!ect and false thresholding result for the
document images with bad illumination, inhomogeneous
and fast changing background and big noise by the
original logical level technique. Parameter ¹ is adaptive-
ly and automatically produced as follows:

1. Calculate f
SW~.!9

(x, y)"max
xi, yi|(2SW`1) window

f (x
i
, y

i
)

and f
SW~.*/

(x, y)"min
xi, yi|(2SW`1) window

f (x
i
, y

i
) in

the (2SW#1)](2SW#1) window centered at the
processed point P.

2. Calculate D f
SW~.!9

(x, y)!ave(P)D and D f
SW~.*/

(x, y)
!ave(P)D;

3. If D f
SW~.!9

(x, y)!ave(P)D'D f
SW~.*/

(x, y)!ave(P)D,
the local (2SW#1)](2SW#1) window region tends
to contain more local low gray levels, then, ¹"

a(2
3

f
SW~.*/

(x, y)#1
3
ave(P)). Here, a can be a "xed

value between 0.3 and 0.8. It can be taken as 1
3

for very
poor quality images with high noise and low contrast
like in our examples. In most cases, it can be taken as 2

3
.

4. If D f
SW~.!9

(x, y)!ave(P)D(D f
SW~.*/

(x, y)!ave(P)D,
the local (2SW#1)](2SW#1) window region tends
to contain more local high graylevels, then,
¹"a(1

3
f
SW~.*/

(x, y)#2
3
ave(P)).

5. If D f
SW~.!9

(x, y)!ave(P)D"D f
SW~.*/

(x, y)!ave(P)D;

1. C If f
SW~.!9

(x, y)"f
SW~.*/

(x, y), expand the window
size to (2SW#3)](2SW#3), then, repeat from
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Fig. 18. Processing neighbourhood of logical level thresholding
technique.

Fig. 19. Binary document image extracted using connectivity-
based thresholding algorithm from the original document image
in Fig. 1.

step 1 but using new widow size. If still
f
SW~.!9

(x, y)"f
SW~.*/

(x, y) in the new window,
then, P is regarded as background pixel (or
¹"a ) ave(P)).

1. C If f
SW~.!9

(x, y)Of
SW~.*/

(x, y), the local (2SW#

1)](2SW#1) window region tends to contain the
same quota of low and high gray levels, expand
the window size to (2SW#3)](2SW#3), then,
repeat from step 1 but using new window size.
If D f

SW~.!9
(x, y)!ave(P)D"D f

SW~.*/
(x, y)!ave(P)D

and f
SW~.!9

(x, y)Of
SW~.*/

(x, y) in the new
window, then, ¹"a ) ave(P).

4.3. Postprocessing of binary image

The aim of postprocessing for binary image is to re-
move binary noise and false print information to improve
binary quality. In our method, we use run-length in-
formation to decide false information. First, the run-
length histograms only for print information of the bi-
nary image in horizontal and vertical directions are
extracted, we compare them with the local run-length
histograms from the original document image, the unit-
run parts in both horizontal and vertical directions are
removed. Then, those runs only with unit and two pixel
width combined in both horizontal and vertical direc-
tions are removed. Furthermore, we analyse possibly big
false print information caused by fast changing back-
grounds, which we call long-run noise. A run is con-
sidered to be long if it is substantially longer than
the maximum run-length of the characters. The number
of long runs should be quite small even if underlines,
tables and graphics exist in document images. Here, we
use a long-run noise (¸RN) feature [17] to describe if
there are some long-run noises in the resulting binary
image.

LRN"

+
i;L0

R(i)

max
i|I

R(i)
, iO1,

where ¸
0

is a constant, it may be determined larger than
average character size. We use LRN to measure if the
binary image contains more long-run noise. If it is larger
than 1 or close to 1, we will revise the width parameter to
smaller in thresholding so that the resulting binary image
may be more clear. This process is automatic.

5. Experimental results and evaluation

We have tested six local adaptive thresholding algo-
rithms including the logical level technique and our
modi"ed logical technique for a number of document
images with poor quality such as with bad illumination,
shadow, signal-dependent noise and various variable
backgrounds in di!erent parameters. All algorithms were
implemented and tested through software written in
C programming language in the UNIX on a Sun Sparc
Station IPX. Figs. 8}10 and 19}38 illuminate the experi-
ment results respectively using Local Intensity Gradient
Method, Connectivity-Based Thresholding Algorithm,
Intergrated Function Algorithm, Local Contrast Tech-
nique, Logical Level Technique and our Adaptive Logi-
cal Thresholding Algorithm. Table 1 gives the average
computation time (CPU time in seconds) for the algo-
rithms mentioned above. All images tested are with width
of 768, height of 576 and gray-level range of [0,255].

Connectivity-Based Thresholding Algorithm could
not segment badly illuminated document images well,
especially when they contain both shadows and noises as
in Figs. 19}21, since the shadow itself can be regarded as
a connected part and the noise could give a big e!ect for
the run histogram. Moreover, its e$ciency of implemen-
tation is limited by a large number of calculations
and decisions, since it needs to calculate the run-length
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Fig. 20. Binary document image extracted using connectivity-
based thresholding algorithm from the original document image
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 21. Binary document image extracted using connectivity-
based thresholding algorithm from the original document image
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 22. Binary document image extracted using intergrated
function algorithm from the image in Fig. 1.

Fig. 23. Binary document image extracted using intergrated
function algorithm from the image in Fig. 2.

Fig. 24. Binary document image extracted using intergrated
function algorithm from the image in Fig. 3.

histograms for two directions (horizontal and vertical) at
each intensity level. Local Intensity Gradient Method
can work well with slowly changing background and bad
illumination. It will, however, intensify some noise e!ects
and could not work well for fast changing background
with bad illumination as shown in Figs. 8}10 due to
gradient-based analysis. Besides, the calculation of local
minimum di!erence image (for each pixel) and local
mean m and standard deviation p particularly with the
increase of the blocked region size N are quite time-
consuming. The selection of pre-speci"ed parameters are
image-directed and region-directed. Di!erent pre-speci-
"ed parameters and region size could result in quite
di!erent result images.
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Fig. 27. Binary document image extracted using local contrast
analysis from the image in Fig. 3.

c

Fig. 28. Binary document image extracted using original logical
level technique from the document image in Fig. 1. The results in
(a) and (b) are quite di!erent due to di!erent predetermined
parameters.

Fig. 26. Binary document image extracted using local contrast
analysis from the image in Fig. 2.

Fig. 25. Binary document image extracted using local contrast
analysis from the image in Fig. 1.

Intergrated Function Algorithm has fully considered
the stroke width information so that it can remove all the
large dark areas completely. The labeling and logical
detecting assure that every large dark area is a connected
black blob which is removed from the image in the "nal
extraction phase. Therefore, the resulting images have no
unwanted edges of large dark areas, but it is sensitive to
noises and fast changing background due to using Lap-
lacian edge operator. It could produce some small noise
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Table 1
Implementation results and evaluation. Execution time is the
average processing time for several images of size 768]576 on
a Sun Sparc Station IPX

Method Average CUP
time (s)

Subjective evaluation

Connectivity-based 46.583 Shadows
Local intensity

gradient (post-
processing)

51.166 Noise, unwanted edges

Integrated function 18.743 Noise
Local contrast 35.383 Noise, over-removal of

shadow area
Logical level (fast

algorithm [22])
12.166 Good, a little bit over-

removal of shadow area
Adaptive logical level

(fast algorithm [22]
and postproc.)

15.533 Best

Fig. 29. Binary document image extracted using original logical
level technique from the document image in Fig. 2. The results in
(a) and (b) are quite di!erent due to di!erent predetermined
parameters.

Fig. 30. Binary document image extracted using modi"ed logical
level thresholding method from the original Fig. 1. SW is taken as
the run-length of the highest peak in the run-length histogram.

Fig. 31. Binary document image extracted using modi"ed logical
level thresholding method from the original in Fig. 2. SW is taken
as the run-length of the highest peak in the run-length histogram.

Fig. 32. Binary document image extracted using modi"ed logical
level thresholding method from the original in Fig. 3. SW is taken
as the run-length of the highest peak in the run-length histogram.
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Fig. 33. Binary document image extracted using modi"ed logi-
cal level thresholding method from the original in Fig. 1. SW is
taken as the run-length of the second highest peak right to the
highest peak in the run-length histogram.

Fig. 34. Binary document image extracted using our modi"ed
logical level thresholding method from the original in Fig. 2. SW
is taken as the run-length of the second highest peak right to the
highest peak in the run-length histogram.

Fig. 35. An original gray-scale document image with a few of line graphics and shadows.
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Fig. 36. Binary document image extracted using our modi"ed logical level thresholding method from the original in Fig. 35.

prints for noisy images and complex background images
as shown in Figs. 20}24. The biggest di$culty for Local
Contrast Technique is how to choose predetermined
parameters, because it needs to set "ve parameters man-
ually. Since only two out of three parameters ¹

3
, ¹

4
and

¹
5

are independent, only ¹
1

and ¹
2

have clear physical
meaning like in global thresholding or multi-threshold
techniques and can be easily set. For a given image, it
appears not to have some rules to set other parameters
¹

3
, ¹

4
and ¹

5
, and di!erent parameters could produce

quite di!erent results. This method is also sensitive to
inhomogeneous background and large shadows as
shown in Figs. 25}27.

Logical Level Technique appears to work well for
a wide range of document images, even though it also
uses some derivatives in comparisons, its comparison is
made for the local average and is not sensitive to noise.
The result, however, could be changed from image to
image as shown in Figs. 28 and 29 when the image
contains some complex background or large change in
illumination, because it uses a global predetermined
parameter ¹. Our method improves its adaptivity and
robustness from a predetermined global parameter to
a local one. It can be implemented and tuned automati-

cally from image to image, and is more insensitive to the
local noises in images. The stroke width can be selected
and adjusted automatically according to di!erent docu-
ment images and later pattern recognition requirements,
that is, we can select the highest or second highest peak
right to the highest peak of the run-length as stroke width
under some conditions, therefore, it has a wider range of
applications. Figs. 30}34 show the experimental results
obtained using our method.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a modi"ed logical
thresholding method based on adaptive logical level
technique to binarize seriously degraded and very poor
quality gray-scale document image. Our method can
threshold gray-scale document images with complex
signal-dependent noise, variable background intensity
caused by nonuniform illumination, shadow, smear or
smudge and very low contrast without obvious loss of
useful information. It can adaptively tune the size of local
analysing area and logical thresholding level according
to the local run-length histogram for the selected regions
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Fig. 37. An original gray-scale document image with normal quality.

with quasi-bimodal local histograms and the analysis of
grayscale inhomogeneity of the background. For di!er-
ent test images with various noises and di!erent inhomo-
geneous backgrounds, experiments and evaluations have
shown that our method can automatically threshold
various poor quality gray-scale document images with-
out need of any prior knowledge of the document image
and manual "ne-tuning of parameters. It is nonparamet-
ric and automatic. It keeps useful information more accu-
rately without overconnected and broken stroke of the
characters, thus, it has the wider range of applications
and is more robust for document images comparing with
other thresholding methods based on connectivity and
background analysis.

It is worth noting that our method is based on stroke
width analysis, thus it can be used to process the docu-
ment images with tables and line or block graphics and
works well. Figs. 35 and 36 show an example of thre-
sholding the document image with line graphics using
our method. It may, however, not be suitable to thresh-
old such gray-level images as scanned human or scenic

photographies. Our method is a local adaptive technique,
which is the modi"ed logical level method. Its computa-
tion e$ciency is much higher than connectivity-based
thresholding method, as our method only needs to
calculate a run-length histogram directly of the gray
levels in the selected regions, instead of thresholding the
whole original image at each intensity level to get its
run-length histogram as in connectivity-based method.
Experimental results show that user-de"ned parameter
in our method is robust for various document images.
Although our method is designed to process document
images with very poor quality, it can perform equally
well and work more e$ciently on document images
with good or normal quality because the background
analysis of the document image, the run-length histo-
gram construction and post-processing process are
simpler. The average processing time for document im-
ages with good or normal quality can be reduced by
20}30%. Figs. 37 and 38 give an example of thresholding
the document image with normal quality using our
method.
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Fig. 38. Binary document image extracted using our modi"ed logical level thresholding method from the original in Fig. 37.
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